
Your best whitening strategy to
style

Our teeth seem to lose a bit
more luster every year, dimming
our smile and confidence. But
since the nature of stains and the
needs of teeth and gums change
with age, finding the right
whitener is tricky, Here’s help!

Sitting in the arid heat of a sauna
is great for cleansing skin since
the hot air opens pores and sweat-
ing flushes out impurities. The
Montagne Jeunesse Hot Spring
Sauna face mask ($2, Ulta.com),
which heats up once applied topi-
cally to skin, promises similar ben-
efits at home. But does it really
work? Our verdict:

“The product’s odd packaging made me
a tad hesitant, but I tried it anyway. At 
first I worried my sensitive skin wouldn’t
be able to take the heat, but the warmth
was mild. And it left my face baby-soft!”

“The mask was a little messy to apply,
but I loved how it stayed warm for the full
15 minutes I wore it. Plus, after a long day,
it made my dull skin look refreshed.”

—Lauren Gatcombe, FIRST editorial assistant

—Melissa Sorrells, FIRST senior nutrition editorWe love it!

We asked 100 FIRST readers &
staffers to weigh in and...

71%
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said
yes!

Most yellowing at this age is due to a
buildup of  surface stains from things
like berries, coffee and wine, says Lana
Rozenberg, D.D.S., a cosmetic dentist
in New York City. For teeth that are
2 shades lighter in 2 weeks: Make a
paste with 2 tsp. of  hydrogen peroxide
(a common ingredient in OTC whiten-
ers that breaks stains apart) and 3 tsp.
of  baking soda (a mild abrasive that
scrubs off  stains). Brush onto teeth
for 2 minutes, then rinse with water.
Repeat twice a week (not more often
since overuse can weaken enamel and
lead to worse stains in the future).

Once we hit 50, the surface enamel on
teeth starts to weaken allowing stains
to seep into the “cracks,” says Dr.
Rozenberg. To erase these deep-set
stains, dentists use a high-dose of  per-
oxide combined with a laser or LED
light that blasts the stains apart —for
around $400 a session. Fortunately,
you can now get similar results for
far less at home. Innovative new kits
feature the same LED technology
to lighten teeth by 3 to 4 shades in
just 30 minutes. One to try: Luster
Premium White Pro Light Dental
Whiten System, $35, Walmart.com.

“As enamel erodes, it exposes dentin, the
gray or yellow layer under the tooth’s
surface,” says Dr. Rozenberg. This leads
to dull discoloration, plus makes teeth
more prone to sensitivity—the sharp
zing we get when we eat or drink some-
thing hot or cold. And that means the
more intense whitening methods we
used in the past can be too painful now.
     To brighten teeth without the ouch,
Dr. Rozenberg offers a two-step fix:
(1) Brush with a potassium nitrate-
infused paste (like Sensodyne True
White, $7, Target stores) for two weeks
prior to whitening to decrease sensitiv-
ity; (2) Try the new “gentle” white strips
(like Crest 3D White Gentle Routine
Whitestrips, $32 for 28, CVS.com). High
doses of  hydrogen gel in these strips
react with saliva to break up stains, but
since the strips only have to be worn for
5 minutes at a time, the risk of  sensitivity
is greatly reduced. The result: Teeth are 4
to 5 shades brighter in less than a month.
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